
LAST RITES 
 
It rained cottonmouths for 30 days after you died. 
They wore proud boots and took over the streets, 
slithered and kicked through the steel-plated doors. 
They sat coiled or casually drooped in your special recliner. 
They ate the last Tyson’s chicken in Arkansas—they did! 
and then ravaged the okra and bean patches out back. 
Then they took the tomatoes and purple-hull peas, 
cutting a swath like Sherman’s army marching to sea. 
Their white mouths turned a deep heliotrope purple. 
 
We plied them with offerings of heavy red wine 
and they turned all purple and died. We swept snakeskins 
for weeks. Next the bats came, echolocating what we 
humans heard only as a series of slight erratic clicks. 
We developed a decoder that could read bat-tongue for us 
and learned that they repeated through the walls a gossip chorus: 
“You know he heard the wind chimes just before he died, a music 
that played so hauntingly on the listening ears of time.”  
 
We banged every pot and pan in the house like a marching band 
starting off a Fourth of July parade with John Phillip Souza’s brass 
until they gave up their roost, a lonely, leaning excuse for a chimney. 
When finally we wept and muttered a flood of desolate words 
over your cavernous deep rhombus in the earth, a dark hole really, 
an aunt we barely knew said to me, “Give me your last skinny-back    
wishbone hug and tell us how thin we’ve become.” 
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THE ANONYMOUS LETTERS OF GLORIA VANDERBILT 

 

At the flea market, she bought a perfectly trussed parcel 

of letters and placed them, unread, in a transparent 

plastic cage she keeps like a laboratory specimen 

in her studio.  She had bathed in the fragrance of 

old onionskin and the scent of lovers’ touches on 

the yellowed envelopes and holds them, unopened, 

in trust, still binding the secrets that spill onto pages 

from the heart’s blood of lovers’ murmuring pens. 

 

In the graveyard of poetry anthologies, we plunder 

dead scribes’ rhymes with untutored reading, wondering 

why the Royal Academy let Burkes and Hares like us 

visit your graves, ragpick you to breathe new life into 

our archives.  But a few of us know that you wrote not 

for us, but in defense of the sanctity of secret intent 

to which we supply the content, suborning hidden 

discontents.  A few of us collect flint, schist, mica 

or even fool’s gold to pirate away your rest, leaving 

one mineral kiss of emulation on your headstones. 

 

In the end, all letters are bound with the twine and 

caution tape of our lives, marking casements that 

are not to be pried by voyeurs when they’re left behind. 

Gloria left these strangers’ secrets safe in a see-through 

box, mysterious even though within reach.  Like the 

dead poets, she shares our gift of ambivalence, knows 

the worth of the underrated strategically placed footnote. 
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LOVE POEM 

Darling, while I was gone for the summer 
you heated gas on the stove and burned  
down the house, and darling, while I was 
gone, you invited a snake pit into the kudzu 
and they strangled every last flower we had. 
This is what I had heard but when I returned 
the house stood true against the falling sky 
but one dog was dead and another ripped 
in his throat. I know my people always said 
you were a little cold-natured for a Southern girl. 
It must be those Yankee Calvinist parents you had. 
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SKIPPING ROCKS 
 
On Easter, after all the dyed eggs had dried for your hunt 
and the Easter Bunny had come with his loot to sweeten 
your breakfast as the stone still blocked our Arimethean door, 
you put on your Oxford cloth and blazer for the service 
of the high-church Episcopalians my people called gutter 
Catholics just like they called the Unitarians atheists 
in search of the remote possibility that there is a god. 
 
You took communion with the flippant contempt of a  
boy throwing stubbed cigarette butts in the offering plate. 
 
The church is convenient for neighborhood Christianity, 
being just around the block so we don’t have far to walk 
in dress shoes and we don’t stain our fancy jackets with 
too much sweat toward piety.  After church you said, 
I like Christmas better; no one dies in that story, and 
went back home, to this place where I knew that 
happiness unhappened, knowing, like I know the Easter 
ending, that I bought this house, out of pity, from a woman 
who inherited four nieces to stack in these dark corners 
after a no-good brother-in-law beat her sister to death. 
 
We see alcoves here we don’t visit, phantoms that life 
never did inhabit, trashy recesses that won’t stay clean. 
 
For this, out of pity, I paid full price.  Bored, oppressed 
by the weight of air in this house, as sturdy and remorseless 
as its age in unloving hands, we left for the park and 
I taught you to skip rocks, thinking how our house 
skips nothing, leaving ripples all the same.  Your image 
in the water wavered, I heard the glide and plunk of rocks, 
a perceptual entropy, the price of living here, of all places,  
ringing the registers of what will be memory, cashing us out  
to our last blasphemous tithe, stone by stone. 
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PATINA 

The things you forget are the stupid verbal confetti of old love letters, 

the weight of ancient matters settling the scales of justice around your 

shoulders like a yoke or a shawl, and it doesn’t matter, because you’re 

wearing it, for work or for warmth you don’t know.  They’ve come to rest 

there, ploughshares or bodyrags of old words, leaving splinters or growing 

tattered—it doesn’t much matter.  All tales grow old in the telling of them 

but still are yours, mine, ours, the dazzling, crumbling libretti of the stars. 

We guide the ordinary calendars of intention, calibrate the days, paying 

a mortgage in years that sometimes feels a ransom for old time’s sake. 

How much dust can rusticate onto sheen, a cherished patina of meaning? 

 

I met a dealer in old goods once who told me, copper is a dirty metal, 

made beautiful by breathing, melding to one ore, oxidizing out of thin air. 
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OLD LOVERS ARE FAT 

  

Learning of lapsed lovers grown fat 

on the seeds of addiction, 

I congratulate myself on my prescience. 

Ankles oppressing shoes, ship of thigh 

bruising its mate, burdening skin. 

Near-misses, half-divorces, nothing that 

eats the ground glass of affliction; 

the worst was no more than unpleasant. 

The touching left no sign of crossing I 

might mark (but they were thinner then). 

  

I preside over my Empire of Needs 

like Maslow with Mao’s Five-Year Plan. 

Persephone swallowed and stayed in hell. 

Eve had an apple and in the tasting 

lost God, found man, a sour wager. 

You sigh for spring, amid winter’s weeds. 

If I plow this stone of a decade, can 

purchase throttle barricade, quell 

the knowledge that we are wasting 

and the cosmos a blighted stranger? 

  

You sigh, check the calendar for spring. 

I check for reflex, chart the course, 

the broken geometry of your moods, 

read the bulletins of my divorces, 

wondering how bloated they’ve grown. 

Winter, here, is nothing more than a sting  

in my bones—nary more.  Not remorse. 

Like that girl in Hades, I held on to the goods. 

I congratulate myself on my choices. 

Would Persephone eat a stone?   

--Previously published in Snakeskin Blog (UK) 
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YOUR OBITUARY SAID YOU WERE DEAD 

I did not write it, having known an able actress of 22 
in a time of moonstruck ambiguity when everyone 
22 was a starry-eyed prophet, and actress, too. 
  
It said you died unexpectedly, a code perhaps for 
what the psychiatrist once said:  emotionally labile. 
He meant you were neither all fragile nor wholly stable. 
  
If I wrote your obituary, it would have said you lived 
unexpectedly and expectantly, eying your next betrayal 
so that no one beat you to it this time, this one last time. 
  
If I wrote it, it would be an advice column, a pablum, 
telling us to unstudy indecision, be done with the thing. 
If I wrote it, it would ring with the poetry of daily murders. 
  
It would curdle tears to icicles for later use, a gloss 
for martinis, clinking the lecture that all losses, all losses 
ring in conjecture, and echo, echo just past us in passing us. 
--Previously published by Third Wednesday 
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DEATH OF A NEIGHBOR 

  

Old Mr. Soderdahl, he outlived them all, 

saw more jiltings than Granny Weatherall 

among these carefully tended blocks, 

his house painted in Quetzlcoatl colors 

that dazzled me a little more than the others. 

  

Still he subsisted to me in across-the-street fashion, 

whatever passion spilled on the suit his dandy house 

wore to look out at the more subdued places, 

their two-hued paintjobs curtly unadventurous. 

The old Swede’s heart may have been tremulous, 

but he had strength enough for all the teals 

and gaudy heliotropes dripping from his brushes. 

  

His heart, weathered though it was, may 

have beat for the hot shades on his porch,  

shaming the bright hummingbirds perching 

there, garishly, noisily beautiful, but like 

the old man himself, so slight no one heard.    

 --Previously published by Third Wednesday 
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 STARS FELL ON ALABAMA AT VINCENT HIGH SCHOOL 

 

My father was far short of 5-10,  
but I thought he was tall enough 
to take a slingshot to the sun if  

it was too hot. That didn’t begin 
to explain the blooming sweat spots 
in the pits of his short-sleeved shirts 
that moored paisley ties and pen clips. 
  

My father could shoot down anything— 

the stars, the sky, the whole Mason-Dixon 

line with his Willy Loman Ball mason jar 
in Grandmother’s backyard, seeking solace 
in arguments about Gubner George Wallace 
and upping the Blue Book value of school 

busing for his audience under that pin oak. 
  

He turned down a Miata deal, bought Renault, 
and went broke. He bought Kaiser aluminum 
cars made in Chile and Li’l Abner amusement 

parks. But to the end of his salesman’s days 
he remembered the hot haze of an Alabama 
September night, not the inquisitions into 

his business decisions. He remembers the gasped 

derision of his peers that one time, that one time 
 

with the pass blooming into a clear interception 
that he batted down instead. He argued it out 
for 40 years with himself, replaying his blown shot, 

hearing the jeers at this lost chance, the whole field 
his for a quick catch and a sauntering prance. This 
looming regret in the air made him taller than he was. 
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MY MOTHER’S GUEST ROOM 

 

My mother had a guest room but no guests, 
a large collection of regrets bereft of reason. 
She was not used to the ordinary nicety 
of owning a room, having lived at Bryce 
for two decades. This ugly Irondale ranch 
with its knotty pine was her new asylum 
since, where the deranged pin oak scratched 
the guest room screens and beat them like Bedlam 
when the skies retched and hail pinged its branches. 
  
The guest room she reserved for the wandering 
ghosts of five children she’s very seldom seen 
over 20 years, but she preserved each by swaddling 
Christmas presents here, under all their names, leaving 
cantilevered spires of packages, floor to ceiling. 
  
I visited once, in the charge of two much older brothers 
who ridiculed her crazy talk until I cried inconsolably. 
Abashed, they tried to smooth my ruffled little-girl feathers 
by prescribing me two tumblers of straight barley whiskey. 
I could not have been 12 on that morose trip to Mother’s. 
  
My mother gave me a garishly foiled Christmas present then, 
and I was sure that submerged below the shiny bows and wrap  
lurked a set of serial killer baseball cards with handy hygiene 
and clean-up tips from them. But she’d just strapped 
lacy pink silk pajamas she’d bought on discount at Parisian’s 
to an ostrich feather boa and some random purple mittens. 
  
No one ever knew what quiescently frozen confections 
glazed to make the blind curves of Mother’s mind so treacherous, 
the little currents of her thoughts all frost-fog advection 
skimming a fetid pond, hiding under wraps things too dangerous 
to know, such as that she witnessed the time Judas Iscariot 
came to charcoal-etch the headstones in our rakish family plot. 
  
She ghosted the discount racks year-round for 20 Christmases 
she was kept in a cinder room at Bryce, shut away from all of us. 
When she glided through Five Points South mall, she spread her rod 
like Moses, parting crowds, discordantly chanting under her breath 
“To market, to market, to buy a fat hog. Home again, home again, 
Jiggety jog.” 
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ETERNAL SOLILOQUY FROM ELMWOOD 

 

This plot of ground is a bruised and battered soil. 
It contains the worm-tossed remains of one 
Helen K. Alexander, who was my Southern 
Gothic mother. Jerry, my brother, is butt-up on her stone, 
though we all know that Jerry was the one 
who very likely broke her neck. He uneasily rests 
in a plot owned by my aunt, whose name was Justice. 
She gave it because, like most of Jerry’s plans, 
his VA spot poof! mysteriously disappeared, just as 
when he talked your grandmother out of her last 
dollar, and the last dime of that dollar slung itself 
from his pocket onto the counter of a tavern 
and not a cent of it into businesses he said he ran. 
For him, either a bar or this simple “Justice” stone 
would have been an appropriate retirement home. 
  
She’s buried here in the iron-making Magic City, 
the Big Bad ‘Ham that’s practicing gritting its teeth 
until that day we all come to Elmwood’s rusty gates. 
My mother’s life rushed by in a breathless, gushing whoosh, 
with the crushing velocity of a locomotive engine. 
She shrieked her truth about how my father drove 500 miles 
to shake the trees and loosen their hardheaded leaves 
after she’d just this afternoon raked the yard and garden 
and how my father’s feet stank “like nothing in this world,” 
maybe like a mummy’s would smell if he were unfurled 
in your living room with its plastic-covered mohair couch 
and how a lady is known by her posture so don’t slouch 
and don’t ever sleep with men boys you’re not married to, 
and go easy on the rouge and never smoke or spit on the street 
and don’t pop that gum because everybody knows that’s trashy too. . . 
  
On this plot of ground, this raggedy patch of Elmwood Cemetery 
she still is chattering her eternal grief and lingering query 
of why Aunt Inez had them sneak in and bend her up and take her 
to the Place when she’d never been sick a day in her life 
and even if she was it was your stink-footed, tree-throttling father’s 
fault. He put her in this vault as surely as he’d made her a nervous 
wreck and himself broken her neck. About three yards across an asphalt  
path, the lady under the mushroom headstone turns in her sleep 
and, next to her, grizzled ol’ Bear Bryant rolls, shivers, and creaks. 
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BRUMALIA 

 

This is the place I have made, 

this falling light, thin air 

slivered through the blinds. 

This is the hunger we create, 

the wonder of all blessings 

sweeping at the garret grate, 

ending in melancholy  

thunderclaps, a scirocco perhaps, 

a frenzied, blundering dance. 

  

This is all—those cracks in the blinds, 

your house, your home, your tranced 

cinema unreeling even itself, just 

now, in the blighted gray light 

that no prophet or seer is caressing, 

a genetic curse of race memory: 

a tremor in the pulse, chromosomal 

celluloid recording us for dingy vaults 

rebutting the insults to be dealt by time. 

  

Take that wafer, now, and quiver. 

It could be all you have, now or ever. 

That and only that, a transubstantiated 

savior, the dark malingering stranger 

in our blood.  A silent movie flickering 

like this December, a slithering prayer.   

  

Previously published by Woven Tale Press 
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ON THE FRESH MORNING OF FORGETFULNESS 

On the fresh morning of forgetfulness 

you will bloom numb regrets for all that you do 

not know, with the ecstasy of a crocus 

taunting the still-buried bulbs not yet awake: 

their memories, like yours, snaking their dreams. 

  

On the fresh morning of forgetfulness 

you will not know tears from an ocean, 

except for that certain fathom of salt 

marvelously dissolving our separate selves, 

not know even gemstone from millstone, 

not know which words to call your own. 

  

You will not cipher what from is, on such 

a precipice as this.  On the fresh morning 

of forgetfulness, you will walk limestone steps 

of museums, courthouses, coliseums, monuments 

to muse the mimesis that framed us and 

threw away the key, telling yourself these steps 

  

will lead you to the place that spawned and tossed 

us, feel the spray at last on your cracked lips, 

yearning for the vast, impervious, enduring sea. 

  

Previously published by Blue Unicorn 
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 GROUNDING BY STARS 

 

The wild alchemy of stars is all your eyes’ 

gleaming. We navigate this seamless wilderness 

through its seeing, and pat trees’ ghostly moss, 

one hour’s insurance on seasonal loss, a profile 

tossing like any two-faced Janus in my head, tilting 

like symphonic bars but never meant for hearing, grim 

notes that never, never could shake you. They’ll split, 

these stars, knit themselves back into constellations, 

as stars do. I would never wake you here because 

the stars need their rest. I would tell you that sometimes 

I let them spell me, ask them to visit earth, numbly alert 

and dreaming, to follow your route in moonbeams, tracing 

or erasing your steps past potted ferns in stale and 

dusty libraries, reading your Little Golden Books on 

shelves of memory that cannot forget themselves. I’ve seen 

these lurking stars, skulking by elevators that carry us 

down, pummeling us to earth ageless as gymno- and 

angiosperms, sharp-toothed as dinosaurs, worthless 

as the last rattling breath of a fetid pillow pleading with 

the reaper for your health. Oh these nefarious stars 

batter the doors of our petty scarred terra-monte, to drag us 

back against time, to sputter their spent gaseous blazes 

on our home hearths, and pronounce their paths to elegant 

extinction, heaven.  Bilious masses, they seem so neat and tidy 

dressed in Orion’s flashy belt. They pierce our static biology 

with promise, and threat, and mortality. They call us to 

the small, blessed, dream-tossed Eden of serpentine angels 

sleeping prayerfully and unawares on adjacent feather pillows. 

We know them only by their sleeping shapes. The stars 

know them by their charted geography and dust-clouds of breath.  

Previously published by Woven Tale Press 
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TURNING 

 

The plaintiff in error stands at the bar. 
This voice is that of trust eroding 
at light-speed, one million hands 
banging gavels of final decision. 
These small choices of nothing much 
to say, resound into dull, null days 
unbreathing themselves, untether- 
ing, catch us breathless, deathlike. 
If I must not be me then surely you 
can’t be you, just this star-crossed 
patterned tree bending to weep, asleep 
in my back yard.  I saw it, bowed. 
We (,), like leaves (,) or judgment 
falling, swirl separate, apart. Distant 
as those stars I once saw you keeping, 
distaff as oars steering you wrongwise, 
each stroke of your slaveship yoke. 
  
Rivers whirl like leaves between us. 
  
These currents foreign seas, churning--   
and I’d run these long ceaseless 
lines, I’d ride this reckless, feckless 
tide, would make this wave a soft break. 
I’d live for you in shade, would drown 
the simple sun, would be done of it 
and free myself—at least myself! If 
  
I could.  But I sleep, and dream of waves 
crashing, and leaves, and decrees burning 
up September’s fire, since from that fall 
no tremulous wave, no trembling leaf, 
no sound of surf or silence is returning.   
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FORSYTHIA (in a Southern climate) 
  
I have no money on your birthday,  
so I stole you a branch of forsythia. 
If ever a flower speaks for itself, is the  
res ipsa loquitur of shrubbery,  
it’s forsythia, curling from the little live wires 
 it threads, puffing its blazing breath forward, 
a mutable fire, this flaming yellow 
dipping a summer toe into autumn, 
fall to fall, limp but insouciant.   
This little spark wants to set kindling 
 to winter.  A man named Fortune 
 discovered it, described it as a stalk-scented  
star-flower.  It’s a cusp plant, just as  
your birthday bridges the summer to fall. 
  
I leave no note with it, because it has no need 
 of words that, like underbellies of leaves, 
 turn on you, trembling, spiraling 
to earth already compost, soft rot, 
an undertow dragging you aground.   
Words aren’t for birthdays anyway because they 
give mainly to the giver who hears himself 
imagining your thanks.  Forsythia 
brushes off its praise, squatting in  
its comfortable, plain-talk splendor. 
It has that shy rube-like modesty,  
cooing “Aw, shucks” to compliments. 
The Victorians called it forsythia suspena, 
 for hopeful anticipation, and surrounded 
its four-pronged petals with baby’s breath 
and Queen Anne’s lace for birthing bouquets. 
When the eyes blazed open the baby saw flower 
and star both, in one look. Like when I see you, 
whole earth and sky in one look, wordlessly. 
  
Previously published by The Loch Raven Review  
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KEEPING TIME 
                                                                              
You can call this a poem against resentment 

or an appraisal checking the exchange rate of sentiment. 
In Montgomery, the land the New South forgot, 
we were shown a house where every brick, even 
the chimney, was a cool cotton-candy pink.  It 
teetered there on the brink of aesthetic 

extinction like an estuary for the Sisters Grimm. 
It was, instead, the blue house that we bought. 
Either might have felt like home to you, these 

Disneyworld pastels, Floridian pustules.   
  
I hated the blue house’s hearth tiles 

so I smashed them, and the rosewood clock 
started running again, and began to chime 

right around Christmastime.  That old  
Victorian clock has laid down its judgment 
of time in five houses since, most sold to us 

in divorces, and sometimes, unwound 
I think I hear it ticking along, a breath, 

keeping time with every place we’ve kept. 
 

Previously published in The Worscester Review and in V Press' "Running with Water" 

anthology 
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GOD’S MATH 
  
                                                I. 
  
God loves his golden ratio, 
Fibonacci Sequence. 
But on this earth below 
Our math is the iron law 
Of consequence, each birth 
Betraying the lover’s bed with 
Its deadening weight. 
Love is made to pay its freight. 
  
Love is heavier than time. 
  
                                                II. 
  
If you are announced voiceless 
Who is it pronouncing in me 
Your name, evanescent 
Petal?  That column of light 
Where you bloom is yours alone. 
No intersecting plane 
In all God’s arithmetic 
Should make this another’s own. 
  
This profusion of flowers— 
  
                                                III. 
  
I know my formalities 
Stiff as the press-dried tissue 
Of habit, hard as the reality 
Of hate.  I am a grim 
Muscle of discipline. 
  
My habits have waxed reflex. 
  
                                                IV. 
  
Habits of command, at any rate. 
Listen for a sound like stone 
On stone, your disarticulated 
Bones clicking into memoried space, 
All the nervous, narrow crevices 
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No one probes, where fractalated 
Leaves replicate ourselves, mirrors. 
Your bones replace my marrow. 
  
Yellow roses remember red. 
  
                                                V. 
  
What remains either yours or mine 
Against the sacred geometry of time 
Suspending us like a sublime 
Upended garden rending its 
Odd contusion of blooms? 
  
My mind bleeds confusion. 
  
  
                                                VI. 
  
That saint who said it’s better to 
Marry than to burn yearned only 
For God to confirm this: that 
All gardens seeded from Eden 
To ours aspire to flame, 
Conspire with the buzz of clocks 
Meticulously unblooming 
Them, burst to burn alive. 
  
Unrequited, requiting themselves at last. 
  
Previously published by California Quarterly Review  
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TRAMP 

There’s a dog named Tramp who lives at the gas station 
down at the corner, where I go to get my little rations of 
Skittles. He doesn’t get up for just anyone, but he does 
for me. I go there only to see him, unless I want a dose 
of pure olfactory nicotine between my eyes, in my nose, 
but I want to pat that head of Tramp where he blesses 
lottery tickets being sold, vagrants like me wandering in, 
customers indulging in ice cream or some other sin. 
 
I know that one day I will come in that door and Tramp 
will be no more. My home dogs hate me for my sheer love 
of Tramp. They reproach me: “We, too, rise to greet you,” 
I know it’s their reproof. They sniff me whenever I visit 
Tramp, tattooing me with righteous opprobrium, 
letting me know with a huff and a turned back that I 
am a dog slut, a red Jezebel, the whore of Babylon.  
If they could write on my death notice, they would opine: 
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, Tramp—but you’re mine. 
  
And I know, one day I will open this door of our house, 
not a grocery store, and an old dog will be spread on this 
floor, and no one heard that final whine: “You’re mine.” 
 
Previously published by Woven Tale Press 
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TANGLED 

My home is a living drive-through cathedral, limp Spanish moss  

and kudzu its Sistene dome. This land was made for driving, for Kings 

of Tupelo with fins and white-wall wings and a Southern woman’s arm 

dangling its boneless fragility from the window, like they do in these parts. 

  

Every road is a pulsing artery to towns named Damascus, Smyrna,  

Philadelphia, Corinth, Shiloh, Southern fried chicken on Sunday  

towns where even the Episcopalians rumble the Lord’s Word 

with the brimstone Baptists’ hairlip-like precision and there is  

supper on the grounds (dinner if you’re all puffed-up and strutting 

your fancy pants), with ambrosia and seafoam salad desserts. 

  

My father whipsawed us between the dazzling dogwood  

of Tennessee, the hot ore and hot temper of the Big Bad ‘Ham, 

the grizzled old Arkansas Ozarks jutting up like dinosaur teeth. 

His father named him Ishmael and expected him not to wander, 

leaving us rootless memories of the patriarch who wanted to be 

called Daddy.  A dinner on the grounds sort, I called him Father. 

  

He taught us the various routes to “the country” in Sylacauga,  

not a romantic place, no noble Creek or Cherokee translation:  

just “The Place of the Chalaka Tribe” where the only known meteor 

strike that killed somebody occurred, hurled down from pre-history, 

finding its target smack between Vincent and Childersburg.  

  

Father would sneak up on Sylacauga through the Jim Nabors “Gomer” 

Highway, or if you drove from Tennessee, past the faded, handpainted 

billboards of Nickerson Farms bragging on its famous pecan divinity 

and the Fort Payne KKK welcoming you to the flaming heart of Dixie, 

we might take the Jim Lindsey “Goober” Highway. You could pluck out 

a route from Chickamauga straight to the country people in Sylacauga. 

With the country cousins in Sylacauga you might strip a wheat-like grass 

of its curled brown leaves, light them with your parents’ matches and 

smoke them, calling it Indian tobacco. You might break the stems and 

peel out the white center: “Indian gum.” It tasted like Styrofoam but fed 

imagination.  Bad things can happen in Sylacauga, too, the palpable, sulfuric 

stench of the paper mills drenching the Confederate jasmine, the acrid 

blossoms of their emissions turning the sky as gray as waves of the returning 

Glorious Dead, as gray as the coal and ore miners wracked with poverty and 

pellagra. These are the gray men, the dead men, the men caught up in miasmic, 
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not Corinthian, skies. The Big Mules have had their way with both earth and air. 

  

  

The country holds specters, shadow-ashes slashed into photo paper, curling edges 

of memory.  I recall a picture of me leaning on our sleek-silhouetted Buick 

that darted through the backroads to come to rest at the honeysuckle hedges. 

In my mint chiffon and tulle Easter dress, my thighs squeezed tight, my butt pressed 

with hold-your-breath grit, afraid that any minute my control would fragment and 

I’d look down on my flooded patent leather shoes spilling over the Sylacauga sediment, 

dodging gravel bombs thrown by a vicious cousin we saw as a waste of chromosomes— 

that I would melt like “McArthur Park” sweet green vinyl grooves into Sylacauga ochre, 

me giving way to my breaking levee of bladder, drowning in a hurricane of little-girl pee. 

I tangled my dress on the Buick’s bumper, bringing all the women like swarming fireants, 

clucking about whether my pastel Easter best could be mended. All wanted to throw 

the miscreant in Grandmother’s jail, an old barn by the fetid hoof-and-mouth pond. 

  

                                                . . . 

  

My doctors, poking around my belly with scalpels, cameras, gloved, mysterious hands 

discovered that I am a medical freak.  Most umbilical cords snip and cap themselves, 

but mine kept growing, settling into my viscera, wrapping into my vascular system 

like the braided vines we used to swing over dry creek beds thirty feet below us, launching 

to the bluff on the other side. Or maybe it had built itself into an Ionic column, propping 

up all my veins, letting them cling like the gully swinging vine.  It has grown into my DNA, 

the floral sprays, the lazy days with Indian gum in the shimmering heat, tea made in jugs 

with two cups of sugar, snapping purple-hull peas on the peeling, warped wood porches 

at the country peoples’ houses, estates named after the number of oaks on the dirt road, 

a green neon sign leading you in flashing lights to visit “Our Brand New Mauseleum” in a 

cedar-framed cemetery, tires burning with the rubbery olfactory assault of a paper mill, 

childhood maids named Eula Mae, Eula Fay, Lula Mae, Esther Mae, the women who raised  

the South’s white children with their tangled loyalties, tangled roots, intertwined viscera. 

These serial Eula-maids, silenced by courtrooms and ballot boxes, smoothed out the cuffs 

on a favorite cardigan, laid them out so we could slip comfortably into our casual racism. 

  

And I know now, gnashing at a legal brief in the Pell City Courthouse, that these same women 

trusted with the towheads of the South, our maids, could not testify there. They could drink 

from the “Colored” fountain, marked in Art Deco letters that have been removed, but their 

stain comes through. They paint over the sun-faded shadow-letters, whitewashing the wall. 

You can’t erase what has been written in blood. You can’t pluck out an umbilical guy wire 

anchoring what sends our lifeblood, diffuses it in our bodies, cannot suppress these hieroglyphs 

any more than we can mask the sulfur smell of paper mills with the sickly scent of gardenias. 

This constellation knitted itself into an Eden with Satan and Jesus wrapped around the same 

magnolia, content with the roots but still haggling over an apple while giving an ovation to the sky. 

Your two-lane highways, your Appalachia, Ozarks, Smokies, your veins pulsing history and ore 

are still close in rear-view mirrors as this rough beast slouches toward Birmingham to be reborn. 
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Previously published by American Journal of Poetry 
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CORA C. SUMNERS’ LIST OF THINGS I’VE DONE: 

Driven Jesus H. Christ to drink 
Driven her out of her simple mind 
Made her lose her religion 
Annoyed the excuse-my-French tarnation out of her 
Fit her to be tied and then some 
Rolled my stupid eyes in my stupid head 
Been just a fart in a whirlwind 
Stomped on her last but I mean her very last nerve 
Been a crow walking across her grave. 
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FOR YOUR LEAVING 

It’s a nice night for trains, 
for traveling, 
for insects that fly by the stars, 
but I know nothing of trains. 
I know the long solemn tracks 
that unfold for me in my long dreams, 
and in my long dreams I have paused 
for that pedestrian love 
which should never have overtaken me 
at the crossing gates of this (my brief 
my little) life, but poets I think 
should know something of trains. 
So I listen.  I watch the tracks. 
My great grandfather, they say, 
built the tunnel through Lookout Mountain 
sheltering tracks that ran 
from Chattanooga to Vicksburg 
and during the Civil War 
Bragg’s men fought off the blue 
in the tunnel my very Southern 
Alabama rebel ancestor built. 
But that is all my knowledge of trains. 
  
I have stood by Moccasin Bend 
and dreamed of heroes on the tracks 
and wished I had made this river, 
laid these tracks, with my body 
for a spade hollowed limestone 
and left my purpled shadow dying 
on the walls of the tunnel. 
  
I have prayed for some knowledge 
of trains, of journeys, prayed 
and strained to hear the sound of the tracks: 
dissonance and steel. 
If I knew of trains I might know 
why you watched your dreams 
blast-capping themselves, might 
drive the spike of some better lines 
for you.  But I am ignorant. 
Nevertheless this is for you; 
my seal is on it, plain and frank, 
like you.  These words are not praise 
dropped in the church-plate for guilt’s 
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sake, but well-spaced ties, because 
the audacity of your fiber 
flows into me like dreams, or rivers. 
We will make our way alone, carving lives 
from piles of tar-pitched timbers and stone. 
I give you this because your bones 
have a typography theirs alone.  They make me wish 
I were a traveler of trains, 
an architect of tunnels or possibly 
some bright fixed point in the heavens 
decisively spinning its mortality out, 
coming again and again to dragoon passengers 
through storms and lead them through the dark, 
a conductor of trains, arranging our destinies 
along these tracks, always going at night, following 
the lead-car headlight of our brightness gleaming, 
ignoring the vicarious freeloader of a  
river that runs below alongside our route. 
We would know only urgency and longing. 
  
I know nothing of the greater urgency 
and secrecy of trains, why they go at night, 
but I have heard that once in Arkansas a maniac 
was almost caught by the police even  
as the train came by, that he escaped 
by jumping over the tracks just before it came, 
over the tracks and into the swamp. 
So I know a little of the saving grace  
of trains, how they take pity sometimes 
on the pursued and the pursuer and 
sometimes leave us to breathe 
our own days to their deaths, in muffled 
sleep, to bear alone the slow progress 
through clutches of Loblolly, hearing lonesome 
hushed continuities of winds in trees. 
I do know a little piece, enough, perhaps. 
I know that sometimes, left prostrate 
by so many choices, a train can come. 
  
In the season of my innocence 
I have played chase with trains, played Christ 
with trains, asking if there is a way 
for one to pass me by, a way to jump 
in front of it and cross to the other side, 
to hear the crack of my foot on leaves 
on the safe side of the tracks 
and know that it is past, that every sound 
of leap and branch pronounces the shortness of time. 
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I wish trains had never stopped to claim me. 
I wish I had never thought of trains, 
never known grief, never despised 
this self-eating depravity of passion. 
But that is not the nature of trains 
or a watcher of trains; we must 
follow the little length of lonely track 
just ahead and not wish to have made it. 
We must be blameless and we must not blame. 
I don’t blame you, boarder of trains,  
night-traveler.  I make my little peace 
if you will take a little pity.  
  
Previously published by Tahoma Literary Review  
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SUMMER RITES IN BAL HARBOR ESTATES 

We were the tribe of the Common White Children of the cul-de-sac. 
We all were cruel little Descartes, trapping worms on sidewalks 
and frying them in the sun under dollar-store magnifying glasses. 
  
At nighttime we pulled the belly-jackets off fireflies and wore them 
as navel rings. Sometimes we went to creeks and pulled the claws off  
crawdaddies, which we dried and turned into voodoo necklaces to wear 
while composing Caucasian occult verses we ritualized in basements. 
“Light as a feather, stiff as a board,” was our tribe’s regular mantra. 
  
Our rites of passage were myriad and sometimes harrowing, 
even almost producing accidental double-dare scarification. 
I led us in recitations inspired by the great chieftain Wallace Stephens: 
“Chieftain iffucan of Ascan in caftan, tan with the henna hackles halt!” 
and drilled them to the beat of “Abou Ben Adhem, may his tribe increase,” 
the benediction of our sacred pasty-white medicine man, Leigh Hunt. 
  
We scaled an eight-foot chainlink fence with barbed knots on top 
to steal crabapples dangling beneath the “No Trespassing” signs. The apples 
were sour and made us sick so we tested our wobbly cypress knees of courage 
by declaring through decree of Chieftain Iffucan many crabapple-eating contests.   
  
We christened the property Orchard Knob and played Civil War strategic retreat 
there, but we tired of that game and invented a form of dodgeball played with 
bricks. The rule was you had to hit below the cypress knee of courage but one 
  
of the more attentive moms got upset anyway, and the cul-de-sac fell silent  
until frayed housewives gave in and turned us out again. Then the Yankee 
Fentresses moved in, and we welcomed them because there were six of them. 
  
That meant fresh bodies for games but we would never have been allowed to dinner 
at their house because they were Catholic and that meant they said grace wrong. 
The Fentresses had a fig bush in their yard where fifth-grade girls sneaked 
to play Truth or Dare with eighth-grade boys. They had a crawl space where the Fentress 
girls played doctor democratically while Mrs. Fentress got her hair and nails done. 
  
With the fresh Fentresses we’d gather on the hilltop for games of Slinging Statues, which 
we called Flying Fentresses and sometimes Flying Buttresses, crushing two children’s 
rhymes together for pre-game chants: Rikki tikki tembo no sa rembo chari bari ruchi 
PIP peri pembo and Chieftain Iffucan of Ascan in caftan, mixing this as though our teeth 
  
were mortars and our tongues pestels.  Mighty potions, the alchemy of our sweat, 
spit, and blood. A triple-dawg dare could never be refused and honor retained, 
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so I raced all the boys on my skateboard down a long, steep driveway that ended 
just by the Orchard Knob fence. My board was faster because its wheels had been 
  
worn to flint, and it sparked with slick speed. Wayne Ashby was the last boy to beat, 
and I raced him down the skinny asphalt driveway of Orchard Knob’s keeper and crashed 
into the deuce and a quarter he’d parked there because he hated our heathen tribe. 
  
I broke my arm, and a Fentress girl rushed up the hill to my parents’ door, came back 
with word from them: “They said to tell you that’ll teach you and serves you right.” 
Sobbing, my dangling arm fighting for attention with my bloodied knees and mouth,  
I let the graven image-slinging, chanting, apple-thieving, doctor-playing Yankee 
Catholic kids pray over me a strange and intoxicating healing chant: 
  
Rikki tikki tembo no sa rembo chari bari ruchi PIP bari pembo. 
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MARRIAGE 

Grief is the crease that disciplines and 

divides lover from lover’s side, a hot 

earthly iron forging a petty truce struck 

on the anvil of our clasped, brazen hands.  

I understand you in the bridal march from 

contention to contentment, shedding 

resentments as if all Gethsemanes 

were new Edens, measured pennypounds 

of all bitter cups not passing you, watched 

you touched by Vulcan’s fire clutching  

your white King James Revised Edition matched 

to your patent leather Easter shoes, staring 

ahead in the buttock-bruising pews and 

wondered, lip-sync-ing John Wesley’s blues 

  

if the world ever still felt new 

to you, as undiscovered as 1492, if you 

still see your own eyes Hank Williams’ blue, 

loving me still just like you used to do. 

  

If you breathe the ether of lover’s breath,  

that bridge is the highest trestle over death. 

  

  

*”My hair’s still curly and my eyes are still blue/So why don’t you love me like you used to do?”-Hank 

Williams 

  
 Previously published in Voice of Eve 
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PROPHECIES 
 
I opened(eth) the tablet and this spaketh it unto me: 
Good evening Blank Page Blue Gray Resume 
  
I think of the blank pages Moses dropped so 
now we’ll never know about the footnotes 
  
bearing equivocative instructions, ghost-inflections, 
innuendo of the swirling hurricane breath of God. 
  
The breath of God, original inspiration having collapsed 
my lungs, I return to my bed, and the pup curls under  
  
my arm, for warmth, for protection, companionship, 
and just as though he were a lover I were loath to disturb 
  
even though my arm fell asleep and I could not, 
I let him profile a pillow and burrow all night. 
  
This fulfills the prophecy of Quill. 
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PRE-MORTEM CODICIL 

When I’m ready to be shipped to the shelf like potted meat 
please don’t send me to the lush pastoral retreat 
that a name like “Autumn Meadows” wears to assuage 
your guilt, assuring you that I am engaged in recumbent 
bliss, every fiber, ounce, and cell of my being content. 
  
No, send me to the happy home where all the nurses 
ride Harleys to work, or at the very least gnash out curses 
to patients whose colostomy bags are not coordinated with 
their shoes, who hum verses from Black Sabbath and scream 
“Hold your hearses!” Hire for me Bram Stoker’s carriage 
  
and may it careen over macadam roads with the rising haze 
of dry ice enveloping the wheels and the draft horses’ legs 
as the music climbs from plaintive minor notes to a crazed 
crescendo. Then have the stage cameras cut to fix on one  
“Death Cab for Cutie” sticker and let the percherons run.  
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MY SON FINDS A BIRD IN THE HOUSE 

  

The bird beat against the sealed chimney 

until we could stand his suffering no more 

and wondered to ourselves if God is just 

or if he’s just a god, like Hermes clawing 

the air and hoping to draw fire there 

to ballast his winged feet up and out; 

thought of Poe’s pallid bust of Pallas, 

heard the little heart and wing thumping, 

hovering over the abandoned coal grate, 

desperate for flight, for frenzied escape. 

  

I thought then of a communion when 

I was ten, and an old man put his thimble 

of drained grape juice back in the tray 

and mistakenly I took it, saw the snaked 

throat straining only afterward, the gray 

mottled crop, the pained knees bowing, 

then clutching the rail to rise toward 

the altar.  I was terrified that that sip could 

transubstantiate my blood into thick 

old-man plasma, brackish miasma 

of liver spots and phlegm.  I wanted 

“This Do in Remembrance of Me” to be 

a fortress I could flee, escape from him 

straight up to a ravening heaven. 

  

I thought that just two days ago a sister 

who always renders news of death had called 

to say a preacher cousin I barely knew had died, 

expecting that I might care, or even remember. 

I expressed the expected degree of distant sympathy 

for his pulpit, his family, spent some breath 

casting a reel for his wife’s name, the church, 

but I wanted to let go the line, free myself 

from obligatory empathy.  I recalled of him only 

that he found something or other nice to say  

at the lonely funeral of my criminal brother. 

This memory gifted me the debt of faint praise, 

something my own wife would later that day 

remark: “At least he found something nice to say.” 
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I told my son a bird in the house signifies 

a death coming to the house, and we freed 

it under our roof all the same, he screaming 

my name and trying to flee the panicked flutters, 

scattering crumbs to lure it out the window. 

But first it beat against the walls, flitted to the mantel 

like Poe’s graceless bird of yore, careening into 

the closet door.  It made its clumsy escape 

and fell into the sky as Atlas shrugged, risen bread 

in his claw, a memory of brief indignity. 

 

Previously published by The Loch Raven Review 
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RAPTURE 

The Rapture, when it occurs, 
will not come to us in Ezekiel’s verse 
or fall from Corinthian skies in rich 
pleather. The Rapture, when it occurs 
will feature two faces: yours and mine 
and possibly the quill of a porcupine. 
  
The Rapture, if and when it comes  
To divide us by idioms of chance, 
to subdivide this universe we share, 
will take a lawn chair and observe 
our quiet, slow-moving, big black hearse. 
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DORIAN GRAY HAS A FACEBOOK PAGE 

“The Beast” knows just what I’d like for dinner, 
knows what I like in my shimmering politics, 
knows to send me stray benighted puppies with stitches 
and a few homeless addicts on crutches 
and to break the gloom, some Bette Davis, too. 
  
666-ish, it marks my charities and the barbarities 
of toothbrush-less kids in my country’s cages 
and it sends me strange symbols from wars long over 
hovering in my news feed side bar, about a new battle 
raging in Charlottesville flying antique flags, the flags 
of some very bad people and some very good ones, too, 
their soldiers bivouacking under tin-underskinned but 
bronze-cladded equestrian statues, easily dragged down 
when dark falls in the city parks. And after velvet dark 
  
falls on the Facebook page, our collective Narcissism 
rallies, calling the troops back to their own tumbling tubes 
of memory, dinners, donkeys and elephants and poor beasts 
brutalized by some very good people who have new tires on 
their cars and mow their grass before it draws garter snakes and 
recite the same prayer every day over predictable plates. 
  
Facebook knows. Facebook knows that we all are Lieutenant 
Calley, all a bit of the Sondercommando, a fragment 
of Robespierre. It sends us battered puppies to cluck over to 
reassure us of our lack of complicity in some crimes, so we know 
that we can’t be all that manunkind, our pitiful and too-maligned 
little race. Mainly it knows that we all are addicted to ourselves, 
the most potent stimulant on our atomistic planets, stranded 
with our “friends” and between all of us not one dose of Narcan. 
  
O Facebook, we write on your perpetual surface what flatters us 
to believe about ourselves, we who are not crutch-kickers and 
puppy-killers, our One Vision that shatters the mirror we turn 
backwards on the shelf so that we can evade a representational 
portrait. We embrace instead your constructed mighty micro-glass of self.  
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CALLING THE ROLL 

 Let me be the curator on the day 
In the long hot summer 
When all hell breaks loose. 
Someone needs to be in charge. 
  
Ferguson!  Hands up or I’ll shoot. 
Don’t think I won’t do it, either. 
Charleston!  Stop crying.   
You put that thing down right now 
Or I’ll give you something to cry about. 
  
San Bernardino, you’re in time out. 
Go to your mat.  Baton Rouge! 
Redstick—go get me your switch. 
Orlando, I told you you’d get burned 
If you touched that.  I told you 
A burned child dreads the fire. 
  
All of you!  Back up.  Get down. 
Show of hands.  Show me your hands. 
Keep everything where I can see it. 
Dallas—Dallas, now what did I tell you 
About parade routes and snipers? 
  
Pay attention.  Listen.  Settle down, 
All of you.  Use your indoor voice 
But use your words.  You have to 
Use your words.  Meantime, what  
We need—are you listening to me? 
is a little  
order 
here. . . 
  

Previously published by New Verse News 
 
 
 
 
 
 


